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Abstract

Classic molecular motion simulation techniques, such as Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, generate

motion pathways one at a time and spend most of their time in the local minima of the energy land-

scape defined over a molecular conformation space. Their high computational cost prevents them from

being used to compute ensemble properties; properties requiring the analysis of many pathways. This

paper introduces Stochastic Roadmap Simulation (SRS) as a new computational approach for explor-

ing the kinetics of molecular motion by simultaneously examining multiple pathways. These pathways

are compactly encoded in a graph, which is constructed by sampling a molecular conformation space

at random. This computation, which does not trace any particular pathway explicitly, circumvents the

local-minima problem. Each edge in the graph represents a potential transition of the molecule and

is associated with a probability indicating the likelihood of this transition. By viewing the graph as a
�
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Markov chain, ensemble properties can be efficiently computed over the entire molecular energy land-

scape. Furthermore, SRS converges to the same distribution as MC simulation. SRS is applied to two

biological problems: computing the probability of folding, an important order parameter that measures

the “kinetic distance” of a protein’s conformation from its native state; and estimating the expected time

to escape from a ligand-protein binding site. Comparison with MC simulations on protein folding shows

that SRS produces arguably more accurate results, while reducing computation time by several orders

of magnitude. Computational studies on ligand-protein binding also demonstrate SRS as a promising

approach to study ligand-protein interactions.

Key words: Monte Carlo simulation, protein folding, ligand-protein binding, probability of folding

(P ������� ), computational mutagenesis.

1 Introduction

Many essential biological processes – e.g., protein folding and ligand-protein binding – depend on the abil-

ity of molecules to move and adopt different shapes over time under the influence of potential energy fields.

Computational techniques play an increasing role in the analysis and understanding of such motion. In par-

ticular, Monte Carlo [KW86] and molecular dynamics [Hai92] methods are classic techniques for simulating

molecular motion. But they have two major drawbacks:

� They compute individual pathways, one at a time; however, many interesting properties of molecular

motion, in particular, the ensemble properties, are best characterized statistically over many pathways.

For instance, the “new view” of protein folding hypothesizes that proteins fold in a multi-dimensional

energy funnel by following a myriad of pathways, all leading to the same native structure. So we need

efficient algorithms that can quickly explore a large number of pathways.

� A typical molecular energy function may contain many local minima, and classic simulation tech-

niques waste considerable computation time trying to escape from these minima. They easily get
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trapped in local minima, repeatedly sampling many similar conformations without obtaining much

new information. Their high computational cost prevents them from being used to analyze many

pathways.

In this paper, we present Stochastic Roadmap Simulation (SRS) as a novel computational framework

to overcome both of these drawbacks [ABG
�

02, AGV
�

02]. In SRS, we build a network, called stochastic

conformational roadmap, or just roadmap for short (see Figure 1 for an illustration). Such a roadmap is a

directed graph, whose nodes are randomly sampled molecular conformations. Each edge between two nodes

��� and ��� in the roadmap carries a weight � ��� , which estimates the probability for the molecule to transition

from � � to � � . A path between any two nodes in the roadmap corresponds to a potential motion pathway

of the molecule. A roadmap thus compactly encodes a huge number of pathways. The edge probabilities

determine the likelihood that the molecule follow these pathways. SRS does not trace any specific pathway

on the roadmap, and thus circumvents the local minima problem encountered with the classic simulation

techniques.

The probabilities attached to the edges of a roadmap directly express the stochastic nature of molecular

motion. We view the motion of the molecule on the roadmap as a random walk similar to a Monte Carlo

(MC) simulation run. More precisely, at each step of the random walk, a molecule either stays at the

current node or moves to a neighboring node according to the assigned transition probabilities. However, to

compute ensemble properties of molecular motion efficiently, we avoid performing explicit simulation runs.

Instead, we treat the roadmap as a Markov chain and apply methods from the Markov-chain theory, namely

first-step analysis [TK94], to process all pathways in the roadmap simultaneously, rather than one at a time

as classic methods like MC simulation would do. Conceptually, this is equivalent to performing infinitely

many simulation runs simultaneously and extracting statistics from them, but it results in tremendous gain

in computational efficiency.
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Due to the computational complexity of MC simulation, one can obtain a limited number of such sim-

ulation runs to study. However, by focusing on one pathway at a time, a MC simulation run can produce a

higher density of samples along this particular one-dimensional pathway. In contrast, SRS is by necessity

a coarser-grained method. It must spread the samples (the nodes of the roadmap) over the entire high-

dimensional conformation space or a subset of interest. On the other hand, SRS examines many pathways

at once and obtains interesting information not easily accessible by classic methods. Tests of SRS on sev-

eral protein folding and ligand-protein binding examples indicate empirically that SRS computes ensemble

properties satisfactorily, even with rather coarse roadmaps. In fact, some of our tests suggest that certain

molecular properties can be more accurately computed by considering many coarse-grained pathways si-

multaneously rather than relatively few finely sampled pathways. In addition, we show formally that, with

appropriately defined edge probabilities, SRS and MC simulation converge to the same sampling distribution

– the Boltzmann distribution.

SRS is inspired by probabilistic roadmap (PRM) methods developed for robot motion planning [KŠLO96].

The main idea of these methods is to capture the connectivity of a geometrically complex high-dimensional

space by constructing a graph of local paths connecting points randomly sampled from that space. Singh,

et al. first introduced PRM methods to the study of molecular motion, more specifically ligand-protein

binding [SLB99]. PRM methods have since been applied to protein folding as well [ADS02, ASBL01, SA01].

These earlier works treat a roadmap as a deterministic graph with heuristic edge weights based on the en-

ergy difference between molecule conformations. The heuristic weight attached to an edge measures the

“energetic difficulty” of transitioning along this edge. Classic search techniques are then used to extract

individual “energetically favorable” paths from the roadmap. Though similar in appearance, SRS is funda-

mentally different. By encoding the stochastic nature of molecular motion, our roadmap definition enables

us to exploit existing tools from Markov-chain theory to analyze globally all the pathways contained in a

roadmap, without distinguishing any particular ones. It also allows us to establish a formal relationship
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between SRS and MC simulation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first cover preliminary information regarding molecular

motion simulation and Markov chains (Section 2). We then describe how to construct a roadmap (Section 3)

and query it to compute ensemble properties (Section 4). We tested SRS on two types of problems. One

is the computation of the probability of folding P ������� (also called the transmission coefficient) in protein

folding. At any conformation � of the protein, this parameter measures the “kinetic distance” between � and

the native fold [DPG � 98]. The other problem is to measure the average “escape time” of a ligand from a

ligand-protein binding site. The experimental results are reported in Sections 5 and 6. Section 7 discusses

future work.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Molecular modeling

The conformation of a molecule determines its 3-D structure. Conformations can be specified in various

ways. For example, for a protein molecule, one may specify the positions of constituent atoms in a lat-

tice [KS96]. In an off-lattice model, the backbone torsional angles � and � are often used [SA01]. A

simpler representation is to associate vectors to secondary structural elements and treat the angles between

these vectors as the conformation parameters [ASBL01]. For ligand-protein binding, one often assumes

that the protein is rigid and model the ligand with a root atom and a torsional angle for each non-terminal

atom [SLB99, BSA01]. Representing the protein as non-rigid can be done, for example by identifying its

main degrees of freedom [TPK02] and including them as additional dimensions of the conformation space

of the ligand-protein complex. SRS is applicable to many different representations, provided that the con-

formation of the molecule (or the collection of molecules) is specified by a finite number of parameters

that uniquely determine the 3-D position of every atom in the molecule(s). Formally, a conformation � of
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�
parameters is specified by a vector � ����� �����	�	�	�
� ���
� . The set of all conformations form the conformation

space  .

By determining the molecule’s 3-D structure, the conformational parameters also determine the interac-

tions between the atoms of the molecule and between the molecule and the medium, e.g., van der Waals and

electrostatic interactions. These interactions give rise to the attractive and repulsive forces that govern the

motion of the molecule. SRS assumes that these interactions are described by an energy function ��� ��� that

depends only on the conformation � of the molecule; it does not require � to have any particular properties

or functional forms.

2.2 Monte Carlo simulation

MC simulation – more precisely, the Metropolis algorithm [MRR
�

53] – is one of the most common tech-

niques for studying thermodynamic properties of molecular systems. It samples the conformation space 
of a system of molecules in order to compute quantities such as average energy and heat capacity, or the

distribution of molecules in a system. A key property of MC simulation is that, in the limit, the conformation

space is sampled according to the Boltzmann distribution [Lea96].

MC simulation starts at some initial conformation and performs a random walk in  . Let � be the

conformation at the current step of this random walk. To obtain the next conformation, a conformation ��� is
sampled from a small neighborhood of � , using a uniform or Gaussian distribution centered at � . The move

to � � is accepted with a probability � that depends on the energy difference ��������� � � ������� ��� . Define the

Boltzmann factors �������� !�"�#��� ���%$'&)(+*,� and � � �-���) .�"�/��� � � �%$'&+(�*,� , where &�( is the Boltzmann constant

and * is the temperature of the system. The Metropolis criterion prescribes the acceptance probability as

�0�
12223 2224 ���) 5�"�/���6$'&�(7*��98;:5� � $��=<?>'@
> A7BDCE�	FHG/8JI%�'�

(1)

Since � � $��K������ !�"�/���L$'&+(�*,� , the condition � � $��=<?> holds if and only if ���NMPO . So, if a move decreases
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the energy, it is always accepted; otherwise, it is accepted with probability ���� !�"�/���L$'& (�*,� . If the move

from � to � � is accepted, the simulation transitions to � � ; otherwise, it stays at � . The procedure repeats to

generate a series of sampled conformations, until some termination condition is satisfied (e.g., the maximal

number of steps has been achieved, or the quantity being computed stabilizes).

This simulation procedure guarantees that if the number of simulation steps becomes sufficiently large,

the sampled conformations are distributed according to the Boltzmann distribution:

� � ��� � >��� ���) 5�"�#��� ���%$'&+(+*,� �
where

��� ���	� ���� .�"�#� � ���%$'&+(+*,� � � is the normalization constant. So any subset 
��  is sampled with

probability � �
 � ����� � � ��� � �)�
MC simulation is also an important tool to study molecular motion [SKS01, KS96]. However, it is

computationally intensive. Each simulation run yields a series of sampled conformations defining a single

pathway. Due to the high potential variance between independent runs, the simulation must be run many

times over extended durations in order to produce accurate statistical results. Moreover the energy function

� typically contains many local minima. A simulation run spends most of its time overcoming energy

barriers to escape from these local minima. Many similar conformations are sampled near the same local

minimum, without generating new information.

2.3 Stationary distribution of a Markov chain

A Markov chain is a stochastic process that takes values from a finite or countable set of states � �	�	�
�'�	�	�	���	��� .

The probability � ��� of going from state � � to � � depends only on states � � and � � . Under suitable conditions, a

Markov chain has an associated limit distribution � ����� � ��� � �	�	�	� � that can be obtained as follows. Starting

at an arbitrary initial state, perform a random walk over the set of states. At each step of this walk, make a

move to the next state with the transition probability � ��� . If we let the walk continue infinitely, then under
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the condition that the Markov chain is ergodic, each node � � is visited with a fixed probability � � in the limit,

regardless of the starting node [TK94]. So � describes the limit behavior of all possible random walks. The

probability � � gives the fraction of the time that � � is visited in the limit.

The limit distribution � satisfies the following self-consistent equations [TK94]:

� � ��� � � � � � � for all �H� (2)

With the additional constraints that � ��� O for all � and � � � � � > , the solution to Eq. (2) is guaranteed to

be a well-defined probability distribution. Eq. (2) says that, in the limit, the distribution � no longer changes

from one step of the random walk to the next. For this reason, � is called the stationary distribution.

If the conformation space of a molecule is discretized into a finite set of states, MC simulation over this

space can be described by a Markov chain with appropriately defined transition probabilities. The stationary

distribution of the Markov chain then gives the limit behavior of the MC simulation.

3 Stochastic conformational roadmaps

In SRS, we preprocess molecular pathways by precomputing a roadmap that provides a discrete repre-

sentation of molecular motion. A roadmap compactly encodes a large number of MC simulation paths

simultaneously and enables us to perform key computation efficiently.

3.1 Roadmap construction

A roadmap � is a directed graph. Each node of � is a randomly sampled conformation in  . Each (directed)

edge from node � � to node ��� carries a weight � ��� , which represents the probability that the molecule will

move to conformation � � , given that it is currently at � � . The probability � ��� is 0 if there is no edge from � �

to � � . Otherwise, it depends on the energy difference ��� ��� �-� � � � �5� � � � � � .
To construct a roadmap, our algorithm first samples conformations independently at random from  .

In our current implementation, we use the uniform distribution by picking a value for each conformational
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parameter �7�	� ���'�	�	�	� uniformly at random from its allowable range (see Section 7 for a discussion of more

efficient sampling strategies). Next, for each node � � , the algorithm finds its nearest neighbors using a

suitable metric such as the RMS distance [Lea96]. It then creates an edge between � � and every neighboring

node ��� and attaches to it the transition probability � ��� defined by

� ��� �
12223 2224
���� ���� .�"�/��� ��� $'&+(7*,� 8;: � ���"������ �"� � < >'@
��
� A7BDCE�	FDG/8JID��@

(3)

where � � and � � are the Boltzmann factors at � � and ��� , and
� � and

� � are the number of neighbors of � � and

� � . If there is no edge between � � and � � , then they are considered too far apart for their energy difference

to be a good basis for estimating the transition probability, and we set � � � � O . The molecule can still

move from � � to � � , but the move necessarily traverses one or several other nodes of the roadmap. Finally,

a self-transition probability � � � � >,� � ���� � � ��� is attached each node � � , thus ensuring that the transition

probabilities from any node sum up to 1. We retain the roadmap only if it contains a single connected

component.

In contrast to the heuristic edge weights used in [SLB99, ASBL01, SA01], these transition probabilities

enable us to establish a formal relationship between SRS and MC simulation [ABG
�

02]. We now describe

this important relationship.

3.2 Relationship with Monte Carlo simulation

A MC simulation run is a random walk in the conformation space  . We can perform a similar walk on the

roadmap � as follows: at node � � of � , we choose a node ��� uniformly at random from the set of neighbors

of ��� and propose a move to ��� . The move is accepted with probability

� ��� �
12223 2224
�
���� ���� .�"�/��� ��� $'&+(�*,� 8;: � ���"������ �"� � < >'@
> A7BDCE�	FDG/8JID���

(4)

Expressions (1) and (4) are similar, except for the additional factor
� � $ � � . This factor is needed because,

while the neighborhoods of all sampled conformations in MC simulation have the same size, the number
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of neighbors varies from one node to another for a random walk on the roadmap. Since node � � has
� �

neighbors and each one is chosen with probability >
$ � � , the transition probability from � � to � � is �">
$ � � � � ��� ,

which, after simplification, is equal to � ��� given in (3). Hence, with our choice of transition probabilities,

every path in the roadmap corresponds to a MC simulation run.

We have also mentioned in Section 2.2 that MC simulation generates sample conformations with a

distribution that converges to the Boltzmann distribution
�

. So, in the limit, the probability of sampling any

subset 
 �  is � �
 � � >��� � � ���� .�"�#� � �7�%$'&�(7*�� � �)�
Now we would like to ask the same question for SRS. What is the limit behavior of SRS? In other words,

if we perform an arbitrary long random walk on the roadmap as described above, what is the probability of

sampling a subset 
 �  ? Since, by construction, a roadmap is connected, it defines an ergodic Markov

chain with transition probabilities � ��� [TK94]. So, the limit behavior of SRS is governed by the stationary

distribution of this Markov chain, given by the following lemma:

Lemma 1 A stochastic conformational roadmap defines a Markov chain with stationary distribution

� � � >��� ���� .�"�#��� ��� �%$'&+(7*,� for all �D� (5)

where
��� � � � ���) .�"�/��� ��� �%$'&+('*�� is a normalization constant.

Proof : See Appendix A.
�

To estimate the probability of sampling a set 
 , we simply sum the stationary distribution � over all the

nodes � � that lie in 
 :

� �
 � � �
� ���
� � � � >��� �

� ���
� ���) .�"�/��� ��� �%$'&+(�*,� �

If SRS represents the stochastic motion of a molecule with the same limit behavior as MC simulation, then

we expect the limit distributions of these two methods to converge. In other words, � �
 � should approximate
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� �
 � to any arbitrary precision, given a suitably dense roadmap. This is formally summarized in Theorem 1.

In the appendix, we provide a complete statement of the theorem.

Theorem 1 Let 
 be any subset of the conformation space  with relative volume � �
 � M O . For any

��M�O , ��M�O , and � M O , a roadmap with � uniformly sampled nodes (where � is polynomial in ��� �">
$�� � ,
� ���� .�"�#��� � �%$'& ( *,� � � , >
$	� �
 � , the normalization constant

� �
, >
$�� and >
$
� ), the difference between the

probability
� �
 � and the estimate � �
 � from the roadmap is bounded by:

�">#���'� � �
 � � �� � �
 ���?�">������ � �
 ��� �+� (6)

with probability at least >#��� , where
����� � �0I��E � � � � �5� 8��E: � � � � � and

��� � � � ���� .�"�#��� ���%$'&�(7*,� � � .

Proof : See Appendix B.
�

The theorem says that, with high probability, the stationary distribution � associated with a roadmap can

approximate
�

, the Boltzmann distribution, to any desired level of accuracy characterized by the relative

error � and the absolute error � . In particular, for any subset 
 of  , the theorem tells us that there exists N

such that if we sample N uniformly distributed nodes in the roadmap, and find the points falling into 
 , the

sum of the stationary distribution on this subset of points will converge to the Boltzmann distribution
�

in 
 .

Since MC simulation also approaches
�

in the limit, it follows that both SRS and MC simulation converge

to the same limit distribution.

Figure 2 illustrates the result of Theorem 1. It shows that the error in our roadmap estimates of the

stationary distribution decreases as the size of the roadmap increases, as predicted by the theorem. The plot

was obtained by evaluating our roadmap estimates of stationary distribution on a fictitious energy landscape

in a 2-D conformation space. We divided the space into 100 equally-sized bins � � � �/� >'���)�	�	�	� ��>	O7O . We

generated roadmaps of increasing sizes and computed the stationary distribution � ��� � � on the roadmap. The

Boltzmann distribution
� ��� � � for each bin � � was estimated by MC integration. Figure 2 shows the average

error in our estimates, i.e., �">
$)>	O7O+� � ������ � �! � ��� � �5� � ��� � �  .
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Furthermore, Theorem 1 deals with the asymptotic convergence rate of the roadmap estimate. For any

desired level of approximation (a given absolute error � , relative error � , and confidence level � ), the number

of milestones required is polynomial in >
$�� , >
$
� , and ��� �">
$�� � . The size of the roadmap also depends

polynomially on the range of values for the Boltzmann factor
� ���� 5�"�#� � � �%$'& (+*,� � � , the normalization

constant
���

, and the inverse >
$	� �
 � of the relative volume of 
 , where � �
 � is defined as the ratio of the

volume of 
 to the volume of  . Although this bound demonstrates the polynomial convergence of our

algorithm, in practice this bound may be overly pessimistic and our convergence may be faster, as suggested

by the applications presented in this paper.

The above result establishes an important link between SRS and MC simulation. The limiting distribu-

tion of SRS on any subset of the conformational space is Boltzmann. Furthermore, every ensemble property

that can be computed by SRS can also be computed by averaging from many MC simulation runs, assuming

unlimited computation time. The novelty of the SRS framework is the way computation is organized. The

precomputation of a roadmap and the subsequent exploitation – or query – of this roadmap result in major

computational gains, as demonstrated in the rest of this paper.

4 Roadmap query

A roadmap � encodes considerable information on molecular motion. For instance, given two nodes � � and

� � in � , we could compute the most likely pathway from � � to � � by searching for a minimum-weight path

from ��� to � � in a graph similar to � , but with � ��� � ��� as edge weights. This would lead to results similar

to those presented in [SLB99, ASBL01, SA01]. However, since a roadmap explicitly captures the stochastic

nature of molecular motion, it allows us to take advantage of powerful tools from the Markov-chain theory.

We now focus on one such tool, known as first-step analysis.

To illustrate our description, consider a roadmap � built in the conformation space of a protein. Assume
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that the native fold of this protein is known. Let
�

stand for the set of nodes in � that are structurally similar

to the native fold. For instance,
�

may consist of all the nodes that lie within some given distance from the

native fold. It is an example of a macrostate, an abstraction that combines a set of nodes into a single entity;

we refer to it as the folded state. Assume we are interested in knowing, for every node � � in � , the expected

number of transitions, � � , that it takes to go from � � to the folded state, i.e., any node in
�

. A naive method

to compute � � would be to perform many MC simulation runs, starting from � � , and average the number of

transitions taken by each run. As mentioned before, this method would require performing many simulation

runs for each node � � in order to get a reasonably accurate value of � � .

Instead, first-step analysis proceeds by conditioning on the first transition. Suppose that we start at some

node ������ � and perform one step of transition. First, � � is increased by one. Then, in the next step, we

either enter the folded state or reach another node ������ � . In the former case, we simply stop. In the latter

case, the expected number of steps from then on is � � . So, we get the following system of linear equations:

� � � >�� �
� � ���

� � �	� O � �
� � ��
�

� ����� � � for every ������ � � (7)

In the second term of (7), � ��� is multiplied by zero, because we stop as soon as we enter the folded state.

See Figure 3 for an illustration.

The linear system (7) contains one equation and one unknown for each node � ��� � . By solving this

system, we obtain � � for all the nodes simultaneously, without performing any explicit simulation.

To solve the linear system (7), we rewrite it in matrix form:

� I � Q � � t � b � (8)

where I is the identity matrix, Q is a matrix whose entries are the transition probabilities � ��� , t is the vector

of unknowns � � � � � >'���)�	�	�	� , and b is a vector collecting the remaining constant terms in (7). Since a

roadmap usually contains many nodes, the size of I � Q is large, so direct methods for solving (8), e.g.,

Gaussian elimination, are impractical. However, the ergodicity of the Markov chain defined by the roadmap
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guarantees that a unique solution to (8) exists. So iterative methods can instead be used. In particular, the

naive iteration

t ��� � ��� � Q � t ��� � � b

converges to the unique solution. This iterative method amounts to performing many simulation runs si-

multaneously using matrix multiplication. More efficient iterative methods, such as the conjugate-gradient

method [Saa96], can also be used. Furthermore, since every node in the roadmap is directly connected to

a relatively small number of neighboring nodes, Q is a sparse matrix. Sparse-matrix ordering algorithms

greatly reduce the running time of iterative solvers [GL89, GMS92].

5 Computing the probability of folding

In this and next section, we describe the application of SRS to compute two specific ensemble properties:

the probability of folding in protein folding and the escape time in ligand-protein binding.

Protein folding is one of the most marvelous processes in nature. Under suitable conditions, most

proteins go through a series of geometric transformations and arrive at the native folds where they perform

intricate biological functions. There are large on-going efforts to understand the folding process (e.g., [Tea01,

SP00]): What geometric transformations does a protein go through during folding? Which conformations

are “closer” to the native fold along the folding pathways?

To address this type of questions, the probability of folding (P � ����� ) – also known as the transmission

coefficient – has been introduced to measure how far away a protein conformation is from the native con-

formation kinetically [DPG
�

98]. For a folding process dominated by two stable states, a folded state
�

and an unfolded state � , the P ������� value � for a conformation � is the probability of reaching
�

before � ,

starting from � . If � M O���� , then the protein is more likely to fold first than to unfold first, and therefore � is

kinetically closer to the folded state. Trivially, if � is in
�

, then � � > , and if � is in � , then � �-O . The P � �����
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value at � is not associated with any particular folding pathway, but depends on all possible pathways from

� . It thus describes the average behavior of the folding process. In this sense, it is an ensemble property.

5.1 First-step analysis

Using SRS, we can compute P ������� as follows. Let � � � �#� >'���)�	�	�	� be the nodes of the computed roadmap,

and � � be the P � ����� value for ��� . First-step analysis yields the following equation for every node � � not in
�

or � :

� � � �
� � �
�

� ���	� > � �
� � ���

� � �	� O � �
� � �� � ����� �

� � �	� � � � (9)

Eq. (9) is obtained by conditioning on the first transition. After one step of transition, we have three possi-

bilities:

1. We reach a node in
�

. Then, we have reached
�

before � with probability 1.

2. We reach a node in � . Then, we have reached � before
�

, and the probability of reaching
�

before

� is 0.

3. We reach a node ��� not in
�

, nor in � . The value � � then depends on the value of � � .

Linear system (9) has the same matrix form as the example in Section 4. A unique solution exists and can

be obtained by an iterative solver.

We can improve the accuracy and potentially the speed of the iterative solver by setting all the self-

transition probabilities in the roadmap to 0 and renormalizing the other probabilities. Set

� �� � � O for all �D�
� ���� � � ��� $ � �

�� � � �
� for all � �� �

(10)

and solve the linear system

� � � �
� � �
�

� ���� � > � �
� � ���

� �� � � O � �
� � �� � ����� �

� �� � � � � � (11)
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If we think in terms of performing a random walk on the roadmap as described in Section 3.2, then setting

the self-transition probabilities to 0 is equivalent to accepting all proposed moves. It is easy to verify that the

linear systems (11) and (9) have the same solution by substituting (10) into (11). However, if we write (11)

in the matrix form, the matrix I � Q contains 1 in all its diagonal entries, which are greater than or equal to

the corresponding entries in the matrix for (9). So (11) tends to be a better conditioned system for iterative

methods.

5.2 Experimental results

We now show results on three examples. The first example is based on a relatively simple energy function

in a fictitious 2-D conformation space. The other two examples study real proteins. We compare the results

obtained with SRS to those obtained with MC simulation, and demonstrate that SRS reduces the running

time by several orders of magnitude, while being more accurate. The main reason for using fictitious data in

the first example is that MC simulation takes extremely large amounts of computation time on real proteins.

The simpler energy function in this example makes it possible to perform more extensive comparison than

is practically possible in the other two examples.

In our current implementation, the roadmap construction part of SRS is coded in C++ and the linear

system solver in Matlab. MC simulation is implemented entirely in C++. Timing results reported below

were obtained on a 1GHz Pentium-III PC with 1GB of memory.

5.2.1 Example in 2-D space

In this example, the “energy” function � is constructed as a linear combination of radially symmetric Gaus-

sians over a 2-D space, with a paraboloid centered at the origin (Figure 4). The centers, the decay rates, and

the heights of the Gaussians are picked at random. The energy varies between roughly -5 and 5. There are

two local minima, with energies -4.88 and -4.98, corresponding to the folded and unfolded states. They are
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at (0,0) and (-50,-50) respectively. The landscape goes from -100 to +100 along both axes. The folded and

unfolded macrostates are regions of radius 1 around the minima. The maximum step size in MC simulation

is � � , i.e., 0.01 in each dimension if the space is normalized to be between 0 and 1. In this 2-D space, we

use the Euclidean metric for finding neighboring nodes of the roadmap.

We first used SRS to compute P � ����� for 100 sampled conformations with a roadmap of approximately

10,000 nodes. We then used MC simulation to compute P � ����� for the same conformations. In MC simulation,

we performed 500 independent runs for each node. Each run stops as soon as it enters a small neighborhood

of a conformation in the folded or the unfolded state. The results computed with the two methods are plotted

along the horizontal and vertical axes in Figure 5. All the points in the plot lie close to the diagonal line,

indicating that the results from the two methods are in good correspondence.

We conducted further tests by varying the number of nodes sampled by SRS and the number of inde-

pendent MC simulation runs per node. In each test, we summarize the correspondence between the results

from the two methods by their normalized correlation coefficient, which is defined as

� ���.���E� �
� ���	� � � �
� � ���� � � � � � � � �� � ��� � � � �5� � ��� � �

for two vectors � and � , where
� � � denotes the operation of taking the average. Note that the magnitude of

� is always between O and > , with O indicating no correlation and 1 indicating perfect correlation. Figure 6

shows the results of these additional tests. The number of nodes in the roadmap is indicated along the

horizontal axis and the correlation coefficient � along its vertical axis. The graph contains three curves,

respectively corresponding to 100, 500, and 1000 independent MC simulation runs per node. The three

curves show a generally similar trend. Initially � improves rather quickly as the number of nodes in the

roadmap increases. The curves then flatten out after a certain point. It is not immediately clear whether they

will reach 1, which indicates perfect correlation. Since � measures only the correspondence between the two

methods and we do not know the ground truth, these general trends do not tell us whether the discrepancy

is due to the inaccuracy in SRS or the variance inherent in MC simulation. However, we can get a hint
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by comparing the three curves. For a roadmap of a given size, � generally improves as we increase the

number of independent MC runs per node. This seems to indicate that SRS gives the more accurate results:

when the number of independent MC runs per node increases, the variance of MC simulation decreases, and

simultaneously, the results get closer to those obtained from SRS.

In a typical run, SRS took about 8 seconds to construct a roadmap of 10,000 nodes, and 3 seconds to

solve the linear system and obtain P ������� values for all the nodes. The running time of MC simulation is pro-

portional to the product of the number of conformations for which P ������� is computed by the number of runs

per conformation. The time needed to perform 100 runs at each of the 10,000 nodes of the roadmap, hence

>	O�� runs, is around 800,000 seconds. However, this comparison of running times is of limited interest, since

the cost of computing our fictitious energy function is much smaller than that of computing any reasonable

energy function for a real protein.

5.2.2 1ROP and 1HDD

More interestingly, we also tested SRS on two real proteins (Figure 7), repressor of primer and engrailed

homeo-domain, which are identified as 1ROP and 1HDD, respectively, in the Protein Data Bank [B
�

77].

1ROP is a dimer made of two identical monomers, each containing 56 residues forming two � helices

connected by a loop. As in [STD95], we study a single monomer in isolation. Protein 1HDD contains 57

residues forming three � helices packed against each other.

Our implementation encodes the conformation of a protein with the vector-based model previously used

in [SB97, ASBL01]. In this representation, a protein is described as a sequence of vectors, each associated

with a secondary structure element. In our model, 1ROP has 6 degrees of freedom (DoF), and 1HDD has

12 DoF. Our energy function uses the H-P model [STD95], which consists of two terms measuring the hy-

drophobic interaction and the excluded volume, respectively. As in [ASBL01], amino acids are categorized

into two groups, hydrophobic (H) and hydrophilic (or polar, P). H-H contacts are favorable, whereas H-P or
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P-P contacts do not contribute to the energy. The exclusion term ensures that no two atoms are too close.

These terms are a function of the distances between side-chain centroids, for the conformation of interest.

This model assumes that hydrophobic interactions drive the folding process and that the specific identity of

the side-chains is only responsible for the fine-tuning of the fold.

To find the nearest neighbors of a node, we use the cRMS metric, which is defined as follows: For

two conformations of a protein, � and
�

, given their C- � or sidechain centroid coordinates � � and � � ,

� ��>'�	�	�	�
��� , ����� 
 � � � � � �
	 ����
� �� � � � � � � * � � � � where * is a matrix denoting rigid body transfor-

mation(rotation and translation). Given � and
�

, there is a closed form solution for * . We use Bioinfor-

matics Template Library1 to compute * .

In both SRS and MC simulation, we discard conformations that cause steric hindrance, i.e., self-collision

of atoms in the protein. We define the folded state to contain all conformations within a small cRMS distance

of the native fold (3 Å for 1ROP and 5 Å for 1HDD), and the unfolded state to contain all the conformations

within 10 Å of the fully extended conformation. The roadmap construction algorithm uses the RMS distance

to find neighboring nodes, as it better measures the similarity between two protein conformations than the

Euclidean distance in conformation space. The maximum step size in MC simulation was �,O�� O � in the

normalized coordinates, for each DoF. The maximum cRMS distance to connect two nodes was 5 Å and 7 Å

for 1ROP and 1HDD, respectively.

We computed the P � ����� values at about 45 randomly selected conformations for both 1HDD and for

1ROP, using both SRS and MC simulation. With SRS, we computed the estimates with roadmaps having

increasing numbers of nodes. In MC simulation, we performed up to 300 independent runs at each of the

selected conformations. We then computed the correlation coefficient of the computed values as a function

of the size of the roadmap, for three numbers of MC runs per node (100, 200, and 300). The results,

given in Figure 8, suggest conclusions similar to those derived from the fictitious energy function in the

1http://people.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/ classlib/bioinf/BTL99.html
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previous section. First, SRS estimates generally improve very fast as the roadmap size increases. Second,

the correlation tends to increase as we perform more MC runs per node. We also tried MC simulation runs

with larger step sizes and observed that as the step size increases, the correlation between the results obtained

from MC simulation and SRS worsens. We compared the P ������� values obtained from the two methods using

their average absolute differences as well, instead of their correlation coefficients; obtaining similar results.

The total time to generate a roadmap with 5,000 nodes and compute the P ������� values for all these nodes

was about 1.5 hours on a 1GHz Pentium-III PC with 1GB of memory. In comparison, it took an average

of five to six hours of computation time in order to execute 300 MC simulation runs required to estimate

P ������� at just one conformation for 1ROP (about 10 hours for 1HDD). To compute P � ����� at the 49 selected

conformations of 1ROP, MC simulation took about 270 hours. Hence, SRS produces similar results by at

least four order of magnitude faster in these examples.

6 Analysis of ligand-protein interactions

Ligand-protein binding is another important biological process, in which a small molecule, the ligand,

attaches itself to a specific site, usually a cavity on the surface of a larger receptor protein in order to inhibit

or enhance activities at the site. A protein often has several cavities where a ligand could potentially bind.

We refer to them as potential binding sites. The computational analysis of ligand-protein binding has already

attracted considerable attention (see, e.g., [MGH
�

98, WKK99]).

Let us consider the conformation space  of a ligand-protein complex with a suitably defined energy

function. A bound conformation � �  generally corresponds to a local energy minimum and has a “funnel

of attraction” around � to stabilize the ligand. Following [CV01], we define the funnel of a bound confor-

mation � as the set of all conformations within 10 Å of � in RMSD. Figure 9 shows funnels of attraction for

four potential binding sites on lactate dehydrogenase.
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An interesting measure of affinity of a ligand to a potential binding site is the expected amount of time

the ligand would take to escape the funnel of attraction of this site. At the catalytic (or active) site, the ligand

is usually bound with very high affinity. So, it should take much longer to escape from this site’s funnel,

than from the funnels of other potential binding sites. Similarly, lowering the affinity of a protein to the

ligand (for instance, by mutating a residue in the catalytic site) should result in a faster escape of the ligand

from the catalytic site. With MC simulation, a natural choice to estimate the ligand’s escape time is to count

the number of simulation steps:

Definition 1 The escape time � from a potential binding site � is the expected number of MC simulation

steps, starting from � , required for the ligand to reach a conformation outside the funnel of attraction � of

� .
�

Below we use SRS to estimate the escape time defined as above.

6.1 Ligand-protein modeling

We represent the ligand-protein complexes as in [SLB99, ASBL01, AGV � 02]. The protein is considered

rigid, while the ligand is flexible. One atom in the ligand is designated to be the base and is assigned 5 DoF

relative to a coordinate system attached to the protein; an additional torsional DoF is associated with each

other non-terminal atom. Rings are assumed rigid and are assigned no DoF. Bond angles and lengths are

considered constant. The ligand’s set of DoF define the parameters of a conformation of the ligand-protein

complex.

To calculate the energy of interaction between the ligand and the protein, as well as the internal energy of

the ligand, we used a potential function that incorporates electrostatic and van der Waals components. Since

the standard Coulombic equation of electrostatic interaction is valid only for an infinite medium of uniform

dielectric, it cannot be used here. The dielectric discontinuity between protein and solvent generates induced
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or reflected charges that can play a significant role in the binding process. Hence, we modeled electrostatics

using the Poisson- Boltzmann equation, which is a widely accepted model of electrostatic interactions in

solution and models solvent and ionic effects.

We used the Delphi program [SH90] to solve the equation on a 3-D grid at a resolution of either 1A or

0.5A. The van der Waals potentials are computed at the same grid resolution by calculating for each grid

point the potential contribution of all receptor atoms within a threshold distance of 10Å.

We compute the energy of interaction of every ligand atom with the protein by indexing the atoms center

to the nearest grid point and retrieving the van der Waals and electrostatic potentials at this point. The total

energy of interaction is computed by summing the contributions of each atom. The ligands internal energy

is computed by applying the standard van der Waals and Coulombic equations to each non-bonded pair of

ligand atoms. Since a ligand is small and flexible, we assume that its surface is not well defined and hence

use the standard Coulombic equation, with a dielectric constant between 60-80. The charges on each atom

of each ligand were computed as a formal charge taking into account resonance structures of the molecule.

6.2 First-step analysis

We first construct a roadmap � over the ligand-protein conformation space. We then apply first-step analysis

to obtain a system of equations almost identical to (7). Let � be the set of nodes in � that lie in the funnel

of the bound conformation ��� . Let � � be the expected number of transitions to reach a conformation outside

of � , starting from a node � � � � . We have

� � � >�� �
� � ����

� ����� O � �
� � ���

� ����� � � for every ��� � � � (12)

The solution of the above equations gives an estimate of the escape time for every node in the funnel,

including the bound conformation ��� . We define the average escape time from the funnel is the escape time

from ��� .
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6.3 Analyzing the effects of mutations

We first applied SRS to analyze the effects of mutations in the catalytic site of a protein on the escape time

of a ligand.

6.3.1 Computational mutagenesis

Computational mutagenesis is a new and exploratory area of computer-aided protein design. It is based

on the biological method of site-directed mutagenesis. A few amino acids are either deleted entirely or

replaced by other amino acids, or alternatively, the side chains of amino acids are altered. Site-directed

mutagenesis has proven quite useful for many studies, including substrate recognition and identification of

catalytic amino acids [CWC
�

86]. The mutations made through this method are specific in terms of what

changes are made, local in terms of exactly which amino acids are affected, and sound in terms of having no

significant structural ramifications. Computational mutagenesis embodies these concepts from site-directed

mutagenesis, but enables mutations to be performed in silico providing the obvious benefits of speed and

ease at perhaps the expense of model accuracy. Reyes and Kollman, for example, have shown encouraging

early results in utilizing computational mutagenesis to study binding specificity [RK00].

6.3.2 Mutagenesis study on lactate dehydrogenase

Here, we employ computational mutagenesis in order to study the sensitivity of SRS when applied to the

analysis of ligand-protein interactions by computing escape times from funnels. In one series of tests, we

used oxamate (an inactive analogue of pyruvate) and lactate dehydrogenase.

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) LDH is a well-studied enzyme [CWHH85, Har89] that, when bound to

its coenzyme NADH, is able to catalyze the reduction of pyruvate to lactate. LDH has been proposed as

a general framework on which to design and synthesize new enzymes [DWH
�

91]. We use dogfish apo-
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lactate dehydrogenase (PDB: 1LDM) and oxamate (an analog of pyruvate) as a model on which to perform

computational mutagenesis.

The active site of LDH is well understood. The chemical environment of oxamate in its bound con-

formation in the LDH-NADH-substrate complex is depicted in Figure 10. The amino-acids that play a

significant role in the catalytic activity of the enzyme are shown. Arg169 assists in orienting and binding

the substrate [HCW
�

87]. Arg106 polarizes the carbonyl bond on the substrate [CWC
�

86]. His193 is an

important catalytic residue, which donates a proton to the substrate during its reduction [HLSR75]. His193

is then stabilized by Asp166 [CBA
�

88]. In native LDH, before the binding of the coenzyme or the substrate,

a loop of polypeptide chain (residues 97 to 107) is positioned away from the active site. After the binding of

coenzyme and the substrate, a rearrangement in protein structure is induced which results in the loop being

positioned over the active site as shown in Figure 10.

Mutations Two sets of mutations were performed on LDH based largely on prior in vitro work [DWH
�

91].

The first set consisted of changing charged and catalytic amino acids (His193 � Ala, Arg106 � Ala, and

both His193 � Ala and Arg106 � Ala). These mutants cause a large reduction in the energetic structure

of the active site, thus, can provide insights into the sensitivity of SRS to coarse changes in the system. The

second set of mutants (Asp195 � Asn, Gln101 � Arg, Thr245 � Gly) play a cursory role in catalysis

and thus were expected to have a less significant effect. This second set of mutants, on the other hand, can

provide us with insights into the sensitivity of SRS to fine changes in the system, as they cause small or no

reduction in the energetic structure of the active site.

Mutations were performed using Sybyl (distributed by Tripos Inc.). No structural re-calculation or

minimization was performed, hence assuming as in [RK00] that the structural change upon mutation is

insignificant. We computed 20 roadmaps for every mutation. The roadmaps generated contained 10,000

nodes uniformly sampled in a region within 15 Å in RMSD of the bound conformation.
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Our results are summarized in Table 1. The variations of the average computed escape times relative to

wild type (given in column 3) agree with biologically expected changes, as discussed below and summarized

in column 4 of the table.

His193 � Ala His193 is an important catalytic and charged amino acid. Replacing His193 with Ala

would cause a significant reduction in the energetic structure of the active site [WHF
�

88], which results in

less tight binding between enzyme and substrate. Therefore, decreasing the affinity of the substrate for the

enzyme. We would expect a faster escape from the bound conformation.

Arg106 � Ala Arg106 is also an important catalytic and charged amino acid. Similar to His193, we

would expect a significant reduction in the energetic structure of the active site [WHF
�

88], which would

lead to a reduced affinity between enzyme and substrate. Thus, the substrate would be able to escape in less

time from the bound conformation when compared to wild type.

His193 � Ala and Arg106 � Ala Both His193 and Arg106 are necessary catalytic and charged amino

acids for enzymatic function of LDH. Thus, their replacement with Alanine would result in a significant

reduction in energetic structure of the chemical environment of the LDH-substrate-complex [WHF
�

88].

Therefore, we would expect the substrate to quickly escape from the active site.

Asp195 � Asn Asp195 likely plays a significant role in charge conservation by providing a negative

charge. Thus, its replacement with the neutral Asn would likely affect the energetic structure of the active

site [WHF
�

88] by increasing the affinity of the substrate for the active site. This would result in slower

escape for the substrate.

Gln101 � Arg Gln101 plays an important role in loop movement [WHF
�

88]. Recall that binding of

NADH and substrate induces a conformational change on the loop region causing it to close over the active
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site. Gln101 is replaced by Arg which is a positively charged amino acid, however, the location of the

mutation is on the outside of the loop, therefore the additional charge can be assumed to be negligible when

computing escape time. Furthermore, since our LDH is held rigid in these experiments, the Gln101 � Arg

mutation is not expected to cause significant change in escape times.

Thr245 � Gly Thr245 employs a large side chain and thus reduces the total volume of the active site.

In order to increase the volume of the active site without causing significant energetic restructuring of the

active site, Thr245 was replaced by Gly, which has a much smaller side chain resulting in a net increase in

total volume of the active site [WHF
�

88]. Thus, escaping should become easier for the substrate.

6.4 Predicting the active site

A receptor protein may have several potential binding sites. Therefore, it is important to be able to predict

which is the active site, the site that enables specific biological functions, e.g., inhibition or catalysis. We

hypothesize that due to higher energy barriers, longer escape time results from the funnel of attraction of the

active site and may serve as a basis for prediction.

We applied our method to seven different ligand-protein complexes whose active sites are known. They

are listed in Table 2. For each complex, the number of DoF of the ligand is listed in column 3 of the table.

To find potential binding sites, we picked random conformations and performed energy minimization

from them. In the end, in addition to the true bound conformation, we retained four obtained conformations

as the potential binding conformations, based on their energies (they must be among the lowest), their

distance to the protein surface (the distance between the ligand’s center of gravity and the closest protein

atom center should be less than 5Å), and their distance from each other (any two binding site must be further

apart than 10Å RMSD).

We computed 20 roadmaps for every potential binding site. Each roadmap had 10,000 nodes. These
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nodes were uniformly sampled in a region within 15 Å in RMSD of the bound conformation. We then

solved for the escape times using equation (12). The averaged results are listed in Table 3. Every row of the

table shows the escape-time estimates for the various binding sites of a ligand-protein complex.

In four of the seven cases, the escape time for the active site is larger (escape is slower) than those for

the other binding sites by at least two orders of magnitude, clearly distinguishing the active site. In two

other cases (1LDM and 1CJW), the escape time for the active site is close to the largest. In one case (1AID),

the escape time fails to give a clear indication on the active site. This failure may have several causes. The

size of the roadmaps may be too small to estimate the escape times accurately. The energy function that we

use may not be detailed enough to capture all significant interactions between the ligand and the protein.

Finally, it is possible that the active site may not always have the highest escape time in nature.

For each binding site, our software took about 7 minutes (on a 1GHz Pentium-III PC with 1GB of

memory) in total to construct the roadmap and solve the linear systems yielding the escape-time estimates.

7 Conclusion and future work

Stochastic Roadmap Simulation is a new computational framework for analyzing molecular motion and

computing ensemble properties of such motion. It is closely related to MC simulation. Each path in a

stochastic conformational roadmap can be interpreted as an MC simulation run. Furthermore, we can show

that SRS converges to the same sampling distribution as MC simulation. A salient feature of SRS is that it

compactly encodes many motion pathways. Unlike classic Monte Carlo and molecular dynamic methods,

which study one pathway at a time, SRS processes multiple pathways simultaneously. As a result, SRS

avoids the local-minima problem that plagues the existing methods and achieves tremendous gains in com-

putational efficiency, as demonstrated in Section 5. Thus, SRS enables computational studies that would

otherwise be impractical.
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We tested SRS on two interesting biological problems. In the first problem, we computed the probability

of folding, which measures the “kinetic distance” between a protein conformation and the native fold. Our

experiments on a synthetic energy landscape and on two real proteins show that SRS reduces the running

times by several orders of magnitude, while obtaining arguably more accurate results, when compared to

MC simulation.

In the second problem, we computed estimates of the expected time for a ligand to escape from the

funnel of attraction of a binding site. This estimate was used to measure the effects of mutations on the

catalytic site of an enzyme. We observed biologically expected changes in escape time, such as a faster

escape when a neutral amino acid replaced a charged one responsible for orienting the ligand. We also

used escape time to distinguish the active site of a protein from other potential binding sites on several real

ligand-protein complexes.

In [DPG
�

98], Du et al. suggest that the probability of folding (also called transmission coefficient)

can serve as the best possible measure of kinetic distance for a system. However, overwhelmed by the

computational burden of standard simulation methods, they wrote: “To conclude, we stress that we do

not suggest using the transmission coefficient as a transition coordinate for practical purposes as it is very

computationally intensive.” Our computational studies suggest that SRS makes the computation of the

probability of folding viable, which would potentially enable its use in practice.

Nevertheless, several questions still need to be explored. The most important and interesting algorithmic

question is to develop sampling strategies that will make it possible to study larger molecules with more

complex energy models. Currently, we sample the conformation space  or a selected subset of it uniformly

at random. As the dimension of  increases, it becomes more difficult to obtain biologically interesting

conformations with uniform sampling, and the quality of results obtained from uniformly sampled roadmaps

is likely to degrade. In contrast, provided there are few well defined pathways, MC simulation would follow

them to reach the active site or the folded state quickly even though the dimension of  may be high.
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One approach to address the dimensionality problem in SRS is to construct a sampling distribution that

favors low-energy conformations over high-energy ones, as molecules are more likely to stay in low-energy

states. Similarly, it is well known that biologically interesting conformations are often located in regions

where the energy function undergoes significant variations, e.g., protein conformations in the transition

state. To increase the sampling density in these regions, techniques such as Gaussian sampling [BOvdS99]

can be used to sample a pair of conformations and retain a sample with higher probability when the pair

exhibits very different energies. Equally important is to identify energy barriers between neighboring nodes

in a roadmap while computing transition probabilities. To this end, we may sample the straight-line path

between two neighboring nodes and compute the energy of intermediate conformations along the path.

Assume that a good sampling distribution � can be constructed. If we want to adjust the transition

probabilities to account for the non-uniformity of the roadmap so that SRS still converges to the Boltzmann

distribution in the limit, one possibility is to define the new transition probability

� ��� �
12223 2224

� ����
�
� ���) 5�"�/��� ��� $'& ( *,� 8;: � ���"��� � �� � �"� ��� � < >

��
� A7BDCE�	FHG/8JI%�'�

where �
� and �

� are the probabilities of sampling nodes � � and � � . In the synthetic landscape, our empirical

results show that the stationary distribution is indeed Boltzmann with this transition probability assignment

for non-uniform roadmaps. Work is underway to investigate the effect of this transition probability assign-

ment on other parameters of interest, such as P � ����� .

It is also important to compare P � ����� values obtained by SRS with not just MC simulation, but also Molec-

ular Dynamics as well as with in vitro experiment. For example, the conformations for which P � ����� = 0.5

should be in the transition state ensemble, which can be observed with experimental techniques. This would

allow us to further validate SRS. Finally, we are also interested in applying SRS to other important ques-

tions related to molecular motion, such as the order of formation of secondary structure elements in protein

folding.
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A Proof of Lemma 1

Proof : We would like to prove that the distribution � given in (5) is the stationary distribution for the

Markov chain induced by the roadmap � . First, note that it is sufficient to show that � satisfies the detailed

balance [TK94]:

� � � ��� � � � � � � � (13)

because if (13) holds, then � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��� � � � � � � � � � � � , as required by the condition for a

stationary distribution, given in (2). Now consider two nodes � � and � � from the roadmap. Without loss of

generality, assume � ���"������ �"� � < > . We have

� � � � >� � ���) 5�"�/��� ��� $'&�(7*�� and � � � � >� � �
Substituting these expressions into (13), we can easily verify that (13) is satisfied, after some simplification.

�

B Theorem 1

Let 
 be any subset of the conformation space  with relative volume � �
 � MPO . For any �6M O , �6M O , and

� MPO , there exists � , such that in a roadmap with � uniformly sampled nodes, the difference between the

probability
� �
 � and the estimate � �
 � from the roadmap is given by

�">#���'� � �
 � � �� � �
 ���?�">������ � �
 ��� �+� (14)

with probability at least > � � .

Furthermore, if
� ���� 5�"�#� � � �%$'& ( *,� � � � > , then the number of roadmap nodes � required is given by

� � � � � � $�� � � ���� �"�#� � � �%$'&�(�*�� � � � �
��� �

123 24 �
� � � �
 � � ������� � � �
 � � ��� � � � � � � .�	� � � � � �
 � � ��� � � � � � � .� � � � �
 � � �'�
� � �
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�
� � � � �
 ��� ��� � � � � � � 5�5� � � �
 � � �'�
� � ��

� � .� � � �
 ��� � �->
�����
��� � .� � � �
 � � � � � � � !��� � �
 ��� � �->
� � � � .� ��� ��
� � .� � � �
 ��� � �->
��� �

� � .� � � �
 � � � �
�
�

where
����� � �-I��E � � � � �5� 8��E: � � � � � .

Proof :

Our proof will require the application of Hoeffding’s inequality. We present here the simplified version

of the inequality needed for the proof:

Lemma 2 (Hoeffding’s inequality [Hoe63]) Let � be a random variable distributed according to � ��� �
such that � � � 	 ��
�� . Let �.���	�	�	����� � be � independent, identically distributed samples from � ����� and the

empirical mean � � �� � � � � , then:

� � � � � � �� � ��� ����������� ���������� � � and

� � � � �� � � � ��� ��� � ����� ���������� � � �
(15)

For simplicity of presentation, assume without loss of generality that the volume of the conformation

space is one: � � !��� > , where the volume of some set
�

is denoted by � � � � , i.e., � � � � represents the

proportion of the total volume of  occupied by
�

.

Theorem 1 holds for any confidence level � M O . In the proof, we will divide this � in three parts:

� � M O , � � MNO and � � MNO , such that � � � � � � � � � � as our proof will require three applications of

Hoeffding’s inequality.

Our first lemma will bound the number of points that fall in the set of interest 
 :

Lemma 3 For a uniformly sampled roadmap of � points, for any �E� M O , let � be the number of roadmap

points that fall in the set 
 , then:

� �
 � � �7� � �
� ��� �
 � � �7��@ (16)
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with probability at least >#��� � , where � � � � � � � ��� � � .
Proof : Application of Hoeffding’s inequality, where the random variable � is the indicator that a point falls

in the set 
 . By the law of large numbers, � � � � � � �
 �%$	� � !� � � �
 � . The empirical mean ��� � $ � and

� is an indicator, thus, � � � O���>�� . The proof is concluded by applying Lemma 2.
�

We would like to have, with high probability, at least one milestone in the 
 . (This constraint can

be relaxed, but the proof becomes more complicated.) Thus, we must choose the number of nodes �

such that � MNO with probability at least >�� � � . Using the constraint in Lemma 3, we know that � �� � � � �
 � � ��� ��� . Thus:

� �	� >
$�� � �
 � � �7� ��
 �
For the remainder of the proof, we can assume, with probability at least >#� � � , that � M O .

For the next step of the proof, we will need a definition: for some set
���  , let’s define the Boltzmann

integral in this set as:

� � � � ���
�
���� .�"�#� � � �%$'&+(�*,� � � �

Note that � � .� corresponds to the partition function
� �

. Under this definition, we can write the Boltzmann

distribution as: � � � � � � � � �
� � !� �

We will denote the range of a function
�

as
����� � � I��E � � � � � � 8��E: � � � � � . Our next lemma implies that

we can estimate the Boltzmann integral with samples:

Lemma 4 For any set
�

, let � � be � uniformly sampled points in
�

, for any �6M O , then:

� � � � � � � � � � ��� � � � �
� � � ���) .�"�/����� � �%$'&�(7*,��� � � � ��� � � � � � � @ (17)

with probability at least >#��� , where

� � �5���� 
 � � � � �� ���� 5�"�/��� � �%$'&�(+*,� � � ��� �
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Proof : Define a random variable � � ���� !�"�#��� � �%$'&�(+*,� , where � � � . Note that � � � � � � � � �%$	� � � � .
The proof is concluded by applying Hoeffding’s inequality.

�

We will apply Lemma 4 twice, first for computing the Boltzmann integral in the set 
 , obtaining the

bound:

� �
 � � �
� � �
 ��� � �
 �� �� � � ���� .�"�#� ��� � �%$'&+(7*,��� � �
 � � �
� � �
 � @ (18)

with probability at least: > � ��� , where

��� � �5���) 
 � ��� � ��� ���� .�"�#��� � �%$'&+(+*,� � � ��� �

The second bound concerns the integral over the whole space:

� � !� � � � � >
� � � ���� .�"�#����� � �%$'&�(7*���� � � .� � � � @ (19)

with probability at least: > � � � , where

� � � �5���) 
 � �
� � ��� ���� .�"�#��� � �%$'&+(+*,� � � � � �

In the remainder of this proof, we will assume that equations (16), (18) and (19) hold, i.e., the argument

holds with probability at least > �P� � �!� �)� � � � � � > ��� .

Next, note that from Lemma 1 the stationary distribution on the roadmap can be rewritten as:

� �
 � � � � �
� ���) 5�"�#����� � �%$'&+('*��

� � ���� .�"�#� ��� � �%$'&+(�*,� �
Applying the bound on Equation (16) we get:� � �
 � � � �� $ � � � � �

� ���� .�"�#� ��� � �%$'& ( *,�
� � ���� .�"�#����� � �%$'&�('*,�

� � �
 ���
� � �
 � � �7�� $ � � � � �

� ���) .�"�/����� � �%$'&�(7*,�
� � ���� .�"�#� ��� � �%$'&+('*�� @
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rearranging: � � �
 � � ���
� �
 � � � �
 �%$�� � � �

� ���� .�"�#����� � �%$'&+(7*,�>
$ � � � ���� .�"�#����� � �%$'&�(7*��
� � �
 ���

� � �
 � � ���
� �
 � � � �
 �%$�� � � �

� ���� .�"�#����� � �%$'&+(7*,�>
$ � � � ���� .�"�#����� � �%$'&�('*,� �
We can now apply the bounds in Equations (18) and (19):� � �
 �5� � �

� �
 � � � �
 � � � � � �
 �
� � !��� � � � � �
 ��� � � �
 � � � �

� �
 � � � �
 � � � � � �
 �
� � .�5� � � �

This expression can be rewritten as:

�">#���'� � �
 �
� � !� � � � � �
 ���?�">����'� � �
 �

� � !� � �+@
which finally leads us to the statement of our theorem:

�">/����� � �
 � � �� � �
 � �?�">����'� � �
 � � ��@
where � and � impose the following constraints:

� � �
��� � �
 ��� �7� �
� � .� � � � @ (20)

� � � � � � .� � � � � �
 �� �
 � � � � .�5� � � � � (21)

In addition to these two constraints, we have the constraints imposed by the confidence levels � � , ��� and

� � :
� � ��� � ��$�� � �

�'� � � @ (22)

� � ��� � ��$���� � � ���� 5�"�#� � � �%$'&+(+*,� � � �
�E� � �
 ��� �7� � � �� @ (23)

� � ��� � ��$�� � � � ���� 5�"�#� � � �%$'&+(+*,� � � ��'� �� @ (24)

� � � �!� �)� � � � � (25)
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Given any � M O , �6M O and � MPO , we can use constraints (20) — (25) to obtain the required number of

nodes � in the roadmap to satisfy the theorem.

To obtain a simpler convergence rate, we can simplify these constraints by imposing: � � �-� � �-� � ����
and � � � ���#� � � � � $ � .

Let’s first consider the � constraint on Equation (20), which can now be written as:

� � ���� � �
 � ������
� � .� ���� �

Rearranging, we have that:

O � � � � .� ���� � ������ � �
 ��� ��� �
Solving for �� , we obtain:

��� � � � �
 � � ��� � � � � � � 5�5�P� � �
 � � �'�
� (26)

Using a similar manipulation of the � constraint on Equation (21), we can write:

��� � � .� � �
 � �
� � .� � � �
 ��� � �->
� � (27)

We can now consider the constraints on � given by Equations (22) — (24). Note that for the case of

�7��� � � � � � ���� and � ��� �)� � � � , only the constraints in Equation (23) and Equation (24) will be

binding, assuming
� ���� .�"�#��� � �%$'& ( *,� � � � > , i.e. the range of Boltzmann ratio is greater than 1 in 
 .

These constraints can now be written as:

� � ��� �
� � � � � $�� � � ���) �"�#� � � �%$'&�(7*,� � � �

�E� � �
 � ����7���� � �
��� � � $�� � � ���) �"�#��� � �%$'&+(+*,� � � ��� �

�
�

Substituting the constraints on �� given by Equations (26) and (27), we can obtain the value of � :

� � � � � � $�� � � ���� �"�#� � � �%$'&�(�*�� � � � �
��� �
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Figure 1. A stochastic conformational roadmap superimposed on the contour plot of a fictitious energy landscape on a

2-D space.
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Figure 2. Average error in SRS estimates of the stationary distribution.
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Figure 4. The 2-D synthetic energy landscape used in our study, along with its contour plot.
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Figure 5. The correlation of P ����� � values computed by MC simulation and SRS on a fictitious energy function.
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Figure 6. Correlation coefficient � as a function of the number of nodes in the roadmap.
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Figure 7. Two proteins used in our study: 1ROP (one monomer) and 1HDD (circled) in complex with DNA.
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Figure 8. The correlation of P � � � � values for 1ROP and 1HDD, computed by SRS and MC simulation.
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Figure 9. Funnels of attraction of four potential binding sites on lactate dehydrogenase.
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Figure 10. The chemical environment of LDH-NADH-substrate complex. Hydrogen atoms are not explicitly modeled.
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Mutant
Bound Energy

(kcal/mol)

Escape Time Expected Effect

Wild type 0.233467 2.1e+06 N/A

His193 � Ala and Arg106 � Ala 4.526738 7.7e+03 Decrease in escape time.

His193 � Ala -1.370748 4.6e+04 Decrease in escape time.

Arg106 � Ala 1.305369 7.2e+03 Decrease in escape time.

Asp195 � Asn -9.258782 1.1e+07 Increase in escape time.

Gln101 � Arg -8.516694 1.4e+06 No effect

Thr245 � Gly -6.628186 1.8e+05 Decrease in escape time.

Table 1. Effects of mutations on the catalytic site.
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Table 2. Ligand-protein complexes used in the experiments and the number of DoFs.

Protein Ligand dofs

1LDM oxamate 7

1A05 3-isopropylmalate 10

3TPI Ile-Val 13

4TS1 hydroxylamine 9

1CJW COA-S-ACETYL tryptamine 21

1AID THK UCSF8 14

1STP streptavidin 11
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Table 3. Escape times from binding sites.

Binding Sites

Protein Active 1 2 3 4

1LDM 5.8e+06 1.6e+07 1.1e+06 3.7e+06 4.5e+05

1AO5 4.1e+10 1.2e+07 7.9e+06 1.2e+05 2.9e+04

3TPI 1.0e+10 1.1e+06 1.8e+05 1.0e+05 6.6e+05

4TS1 2.4e+10 5.4e+06 4.2e+07 7.2e+05 2.2e+06

1CJW 6.3e+06 8.2e+06 5.6e+05 1.5e+05 1.9e+05

1AID 1.4e+06 2.8e+07 5.0e+05 1.2e+05 2.1e+06

1STP 7.0e+08 6.4e+06 2.2e+06 8.5e+05 2.0e+06
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